By Ifan Payne
SUG1YAMA: Bukyoku for strings (1978);
BARBER: Adagio for strings. Tokyo String

Ensemble, conducted by Naoto Otomo.
Direct-to-disc. Toshiba LF-95021, $15.98.
The packaging for this record does
not bode well. It comes shrink-wrapped,
guaranteed to aid warping. This says little
for the degree of care one would expect
from an audiophile label producing a directto-disc record. The record cover itself is of
reasonably heavy card stock and the graphics
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are pleasant enough. The works contained
on this record are not listed on the front,
and the layout of the type on the back
makes it difficult to work out the contents.
It seems initially as though there are three
works listed instead of only the two which
are actually on the disc. The inner sleeve is
vinyl which hugs the disc as though reluctant
to let you extract it. Considerable static is
generated between disc and sleeve, and the
disc itself is thinner than that usually expected from direct-to-disc labels.
From here on matters get better.
There are reasonable liner notes on a grey
sheet insert, and one can get quite good at
reading the transliteration without too
much annoyance. The anonymous. note
writer (and translator?) states: "The former
piece in particular made (Barber's) name
widely known in the U.S.A. and which his
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conservative style and harmony inherited
from t/
itter (sic) Romantics, he gained
renown
The sonic quality of the record is
technologically outstanding. The full string
sound is rich and big-toned, the cal (solo
and tutti) being particularly impressive. The
stereo location of each instrument and
groups of instruments is clearly "placed"
and precisely focused. The sound is close,
impactful and well equalized throughout
the frequency range. The recording was
multi
but there is a good sense of air
and space around the instruments and the
ambience is pleasantly reverberant.
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The Tokyo ensemble under Otomo
plays a virtuoso performance of Koich
Sugiyania's Buliyokii and a lovely performance of the Adagio for strings. The performance lacks only truly hushed pianissimos
and that extra bit of yielding rubato. As
far as I can make out, this is Toshiba's first
Sterclassical
o-phil
record in its direct-to-disc "
Series." The sonic splendor of this one
makes me look forward to their future issues.
Equipment used: Shure V15 III, Tnorens
TO 125 II, Rabco SL8E, Crown IC150,
Oahlquist DOLP1, Crown OC300, Southwest Technical Tiger 01, Maynarplanar I-U's,
Hartley 25" in Jastak transmission tine

enclosure.
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